
What are the benefits to using 
a Variable Frequency Drive?

A Variable Frequency Drive (VFD) controls the speed of the motor by converting the sine wave 
(60 Hz) signal input to a modifiable pulse waveform to be sent to the motor. The modified wave is 
sent at different frequencies along the range of 0-60 Hz depending upon the system demand, and 
the motor interprets the modified waveform as a sine wave at the given frequency. The result is a 
change in motor speed based upon the output frequency of the drive. Think of it as cruise control 
that adjusts speed based upon feedback from the speedometer. In the case of variable speed 
pumping the speedometer is the system pressure or flow sensor.
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Energy Savings
A typical pump and motor are sized for a rating point 
(flow vs head) at 60 Hz (full speed). In a constant speed 
pumping system the changes in system demand changes 
the rating point at which the pump operates on its curve. 
Movement to the right of the curve increases the power 
draw (HP) of the pump. Movement to the left of the 
curve decrease efficiency. Both have a negative impact 
on pump and motor performance. Given feedback from 
system sensors and utilizing the pump affinity laws the 
VFD varies the speed of the pump and motor to meet 
demand. At operation below 60 Hz (full speed) the HP 
draw of a centrifugal pump is reduced significantly. 
The chart below shows that a 16% reduction in speed 
results in a 42% reduction in horsepower! This reduced 
power draw equates to reduced operating costs for your 
customer’s equipment.

Integrated Diagnostics  
Allow Easy Troubleshooting
On-board diagnostics help a user understand when there 
is an issue with the system. Either through flashing LED 
error codes or through fault text on the keypad the VFD 
helps protect the system by alarming and controlling 
your pump during an upset condition such as low water 
or a broken pipe. A basic drive generally uses a series of 
red flashes from an integral LED to alert user to a specific 
system or electrical fault. More advanced controllers use 
on screen text to describe the fault. Relays on the VFD 
can be programmed to turn on a light or alarm when 
the VFD is in a fault condition for remote monitoring of 
the system. In all cases it is important to review your IOM 
to determine possible causes of the fault, and follow 
instructions on how to remedy. These faults are generally 
as a result of the VFD protecting the pump, motor or the 
VFD.

System and Motor Protections Increase 
Uptime and Product Life
The VFD is better equipped than across the line 
starters to help protect your pump, motor, and system 
components from both electrical and hydraulic extremes. 
This protection prolongs the life of equipment and 
increases uptime for the end user. By measuring the 
electrical input to the VFD and controlling the electrical 
output to the motor a VFD can also monitor and react 
to upset electrical conditions such as surges and low 
voltage conditions. This allows for protection from:

• Overcurrent    • Short circuit   • Pump or motor binding

• Ground fault   • Motor overtemp

Pressure or flow feedback is also coming from the system 
into the drive which extends your protections to the 
pump and system. This allows extended protection from:

• Low suction pressure

• Dry pump operation

• Overpressure of system

• System shutdown for broken pipes

• Empty supply tank / over filling discharge tank

Multipliers for  
Flow, Head, HP

Hertz RPM Flow Head Power

60 3450 1 1 1

50 2875 0.83 0.69 0.58

40 2300 0.67 0.44 0.30

30 1725 0.50 0.25 0.125

For technical information on  
CentriPro Drives and Controls please visit:  

http://goulds.com/pump-controllers/


